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Queen Liliuokalani is displayed in mainstream
U.S. mass media as a black caricature when
negro slaves were stereotyped as African
savages with large exaggerated lips and feet. In
this cartoon, the Hawaiian Queen was portrayed
as a negro pawning her country. This
instantaneously compounds 400 years of white
supremacy, racist attitudes, discrimination, and
negative negro stereotypes on the Queen.
Furthermore, sheʻs depicted as if she agreed
with giving her nation away for money at a pawn
shop, which is the farthest from the truth. One hundred and twenty-eight years later,
the United States media, government, law enforcement and the State of Hawaii has
been lying to Christian citizens around the world about the truth of the Hawaiian
Kingdom. "Thou Shalt Not Bear False Witness to Thy Neighbor". What kind of
Christians exist in Hawaii if we all continue to speak false statements when referring
to the illegal State of Hawaii. We weaken the world, our very existence and injure a
Hawaiian child with every false statement for continuing a century of lies. This series
of articles will dispel a century of lies and share the truth about the Hawaiian people
and the Christian Hawaiian Kingdom government they created. "Thou Shalt Not Bear
False Witness to Thy Neighbor". Unfortunately, Christians in Hawaii have been
aiding and abetting the illegal occupation for over a century with false statements.
Since the UCC apology in 1991 about the illegality of 1893 when did any government
since then become legal? Christians in Hawaii have not actualized the truth or
persuaded themselves to stop lying, stop making false statements like the State of
Hawaii is legal.
Conversely, Queen Liliuokalani, in the future, could be recognized as the most
brilliant female leader of her time because of how she
incorporated international customary law through her
communications with U.S. presidents and ambassadors,
successfully preserving Hawaiian Kingdom sovereignty into
the 21st century. We only realize her expertise in
international law now. The United States of America and
the United Church of Christ owe the Hawaiian people and
the Christian Hawaiian Kingdom government one hundred
and twenty-eight years of reparations for the psychological,
mental and physical health issues induced by forced
Americanization on all children who attended public schools
post-overthrow. All of my grandparents were spanked for
speaking Hawaiian. Today, Christians, government
employees, law enforcement, school officials are falsifying
the truth intentionally.

Son of Artemas Bishop and Elizabeth Edwards Bishop, early missionaries
raised Sereno Bishop in Hawaii. In the 1893 February
issue of the Friend Rev. Sereno Bishop editor describes
the "Act of War" committed by the U.S. marines as "No like
period, so important, so exciting, so charged with
momentous events, has existed since foreigners resided in
Honolulu. It was a history making epoch, witnessing the
unheralded and shameful collapse of the once noble and
proud Hawaiian monarchy, and initiating, as we believe, a
glorious new era of freedom and honor for Hawaii." Bishop
describes an "Act of War" as exciting, momentous, glorious
freedom as honor for Hawaii? He also glorifies this "Act of
War" as Americaʻs friendly care. He further describes
Liliuokalani as the "half maddened Queen" for her actions
and describes treasonist men as "our Provisional Government of trusted leaders". In
the Blount Report, he openly expresses the superiority of the white race. Reverend
Sereno Bishop Treason in the Hawaiian Kingdom.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sereno_Edwards_Bishop
Son of Samuel Chenery Damon and Julia Sherman Mills early missionaries,
Samuel Mills Damon as executor of Bernice Pauahiʻs will receives 9,000 acres
known as Moanalua. After the illegal overthrow, he became
the Minister of Finance for the illegal provisional
government while owning and running First Hawaiian Bank.
In 1895 as Minister of Finance, President of First Hawaiian
Bank and Trustee for the Kamehameha Schools, Damon
states, "If we are ever to have peace and annexation, the
first thing to do is to obliterate the past." Publicly
announcing the war crime of Americanization by obliterating
the past and banning the Hawaiian language at
Kamehameha Schools would rise to the level of Samuel
Mills Damon as committing war crimes and Treason.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_Mills_Damon
Son of Daniel Dole and Emily Hoyt Ballard early missionaries, Sanford B.
Dole, with Hawaiian citizen supporters, orchestrated the
illegal overthrow and covered up the illegality for a very long
time. At the time, Sanford B. Dole was the Chief Justice for
the Hawaiian Kingdom Supreme Court. On July 4, 1894,
Dole then became the President of the illegal Provisional
government responsible for the 1893 illegality. Dole then
became the President of the illegal Republic of Hawaii. On
June 14, 1900, Dole became the President of the unlawful
Territory of Hawaii. On November 23, 1903, Dole was
appointed by President Theodore Roosevelt to be a judge for

the U.S. District Court of Hawaii. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanford_B._Dole
In the next issue, we will briefly talk about aspects of the Hawaiian religion
before the arrival of Christianity, which contributed to an accelerated rate of Christian
converts after the arrival of the ABCFM in 1820. Then we will expand upon the
excellent work of early Christian missionaries that led to the first Christian
constitution in the pacific and maybe the world in 1839. "God hath made of one blood
all nations of men, to dwell on the face of the earth in unity and blessedness. God
has also bestowed certain rights alike on all men, and all chiefs and all people of all
lands." http://hooilina.org/collect/journal/index/assoc/HASH0166.dir/5.pdf

